Taking a seat in comfort
The new generation of Setra seats
Travelling well means sitting well
The best materials, the best workmanship simply “Best in Class”

Travelling by coach is now more comfortable than ever before. This has mainly to do with the quality of the seats. The only way that your passengers will be able to sit back and enjoy their trip is if the seats are designed to ergonomic perfection for many years of use. Individual design and comfort features also give passengers a sense of your company’s high quality standards that they can feel for themselves. Be it on an extended luxury tour or a short trip through the city.

For us at Setra, there is consequently only one objective when it comes to seats: “Best in Class”. This provides passengers on board your Setra coach with a uniquely comfortable and safe experience on the road – and provides you as an entrepreneur with the utmost in economy, reliability and individuality.

As a result, it makes perfect sense that we manufacture our seats in our own production facilities – something almost no other bus producer undertakes. With an experienced staff and in accordance with our own quality standards, from sturdy scheduled service seats to luxury sleeper seats. This not only makes us one of the biggest seat manufacturers, with more than 440,000 seats produced every year, but also allows us to further develop all materials on an ongoing basis to suit the requirements of our customers.

The results speak for themselves: seats that combine the greatest comfort and flexible options with an unmistakable design and excellent quality. Indeed “Best in Class”.
A seat like a made-to-measure suit
Even more comfortable, even more individual: the new generation of Setra seats

There really is nothing good which cannot be improved upon. As the new generation of Setra seats impressively proves. It offers more comfort and economy, a whole range of excellent ideas, e.g. with regard to operation, and even more opportunity to adapt the seat to precisely suit your requirements.

Greater seating comfort as a standard.
The innovative, contemporary overall design is readily apparent right from the start. The new, top-quality materials and patterns in new colours have got style and reinforce Setra’s high standards. Suspension cushions, higher seat backs, completely new foam elements for the seat’s surface and back, and last but not least, enhanced leg room, all contribute to more comfort and ergonomic wellbeing. Longitudinal upholstering keeps wear and tear to a minimum and ensures a long seat life. In addition, we have paid special attention to making the structure of the seat back vibration-resistant.

More operating comfort.
The completely redeveloped seat frames excel with innovative patented operation that perfectly suits the current design. It is possible to adjust the seat’s back and lateral position just as intuitively and easily as the newly constructed armrests, which can be folded up or down with absolute simplicity and accessibility. All seats are also optimised in terms of weight, which has a positive impact on the total weight and therefore on the economy of the vehicle.

Greater opportunities for variation
We now offer you two basic versions of coach seat: Setra Voyage and Setra Route. The standard version comes equipped with all major features for the respective application, making it possible to adapt precisely to your requirements with numerous options. The variations are practically infinite. This way, you get only what you actually need – a definite plus when it comes to economy.

How wishes come true.
In the Setra Design Centre, we provide consulting as to how to perfectly implement your wishes. Use the 3D bus designer for an impression of how your individual choices of materials looks on the big screen. Present your passengers with seats that make the high standards of your company something they can feel and experience, seats that are perfectly harmonised with the respective application.
Setra Ambassador
The ambassador of luxury

Setra sets standards with the exclusive 2+1 VIP seating of the Ambassador. It kicks off with the optics: the generous use of the finest leather, specially designed operating elements and particularly sophisticated workmanship indicate your highest appreciation to the passenger.

This visual impression is backed by incomparable seating comfort. Distance becomes irrelevant to passengers taking their seats on the Ambassador’s extra wide seat surface and relaxing in the luxuriously upholstered and ergonomically shaped seat shells.

Extensive standard features and many opportunities for individualisation ensure perfect comfort on the road. In other words: this seat is worth any trip.
Great seating comfort, exclusive design and plenty of legroom make Setra Voyage the perfect touring partner. Everything required for relaxed seating is on board with the standard version – e.g., seat back adjustment, lateral adjustment, integrated grips or the new, patented Setra armrest with a single action: it disappears to the side below the seat without blocking the aisle. It can be put back in place just as quickly when the trip resumes. The attractive seat design is even further enhanced by the optimally harmonised cover variations.

The wide range of optional features as well as the safety concept want for nothing: with integrated safety belts, defined impact zone, intuitive operation and the use of energy-absorbing materials, passengers aboard the Setra Voyage feel reassured in every situation that they are safe while on the road – as is the case with all seats from Setra.
Comfort, elegance and quality: the maximum of all aspects is inherent in the Setra Voyage Supreme.

Extra-strong upholstery in connection with the ergonomically shaped seat shell ensure a unique feeling of comfort and security.

It is possible to individually combine the exclusive textiles and materials, crafted with the utmost in fine workmanship, which reflect the high value of this seat. We use, for example, only genuine leather for the head section, piping and other features – we well know what we owe the Setra Voyage Supreme in your Setra coach.

The Setra Voyage Plus also offers your passengers excellent quality from an orthopaedic perspective; the computer-optimised shape of the Setra development as well as the consideration of many customer wishes ensure perfect ergonomics.

Setra Voyage Plus
Form arises from comfort

This top-value seat owes its excellent reputation to the fact that it makes extraordinary comfort something one can see and admire: the additional upholstering and a special cut make this model an outstanding shell seat which leaves nothing to be desired in terms of passenger comfort even on long trips – and which is a thing of particular beauty from any angle.

On its seat cover, the Setra logo stands for integral technology and the signature "Setra". The seat cover is treated to prevent wear and to provide a perfect fit to the seat mould. The headrest is made of steel and covered with a leather-look material. The seat shell is made of the same material as the seat cover.

Setra Voyage Supreme
The greatest of feelings

Comfort, elegance and quality: the maximum of all aspects is inherent in the Setra Voyage Supreme.

Extra-strong upholstery in connection with the ergonomically shaped seat shell ensure a unique feeling of comfort and security.

It is possible to individually combine the exclusive textiles and materials, crafted with the utmost in fine workmanship, which reflect the high value of this seat. We use, for example, only genuine leather for the head section, piping and other features – we well know what we owe the Setra Voyage Supreme in your Setra coach.
In order to succeed these days, one needs to be flexible – and perform well on excursions as well as on scheduled overland runs. The Setra Route is the perfect solution: it excels with its very durable construction, and also gives you the opportunity to adapt the level of comfort to your requirements with individual features. You therefore have complete flexibility in terms of your vehicle’s application and the calculation of your quotations.
Day-to-day scheduled service is not only hard on the nerves, but also on the seats. The Setra Transit permits a fast flow of passengers and copes excellently with the correspondingly high levels of wear and tear – thanks to its sturdy construction, durable surfaces designed for easy cleaning. A special base for ease of movement, a new seat back design for even greater seating comfort and an ideally positioned corner grip ensure that the Setra Transit is always right on track also in terms of ergonomics.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01.</td>
<td>Lateral adjustment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02.</td>
<td>Without lateral adjustment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03.</td>
<td>Standard seat cushion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04.</td>
<td>Short seat cushion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05.</td>
<td>Staggered seating (60 Year Special Edition)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06.</td>
<td>2-point belt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07.</td>
<td>3-point belt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08.</td>
<td>Setra logo on passenger seat surface</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Seat backs**
- 09. Standard short seat back
- 10. High seat back
- 11. Adjustable seat back
- 12. Adjustable seat back, with automatic reset

**Armrests**
- 13. Fold-out integrated aisle-side armrests (lever armrest)
- 14. Aisle-side hook armrest, fixed
- 15. Without aisle-side armrest
- 16. Without wall-side armrest
- 17. Wall-side armrest
- 18. Middle armrest

**Grips**
- 19. Grip integrated in seat back, aisle-side only
- 20. Grip in seat back, both sides
- 21. Bag hook
- 22. Corner grip Transit

**Seat covers**
- 23. Upholstered cover (one mat., continuous)
- 24. Upholstered cover (several materials)
- 25. Head section flap
- 26. Leather head section
- 27. Leather or textile piping
- 29. Design element Transit

**Mounted features**
- 30. Seat numbering (various designs)
- 31. Aisle-side waste container
- 32. Design deco (diff. versions available)
- 33. Mounted ashtray
- 34. Transit anti-vandalism back shell
- 35. Route anti-vandalism back shell
- 36. Medium height plastic shell
- 37. Baggage net
- 38. Pompadour pocket
- 39. Footrest
- 40. Leg support
- 41. Multi-channel sound system
- 42. Infotainment system
- 43. Table A - Foldaway table with support arms
- 44. Table B - Screw-mounted foldaway table
- 45. Beverage holder, integrated in table

**Notes:**
- ¹⁾ Dependent on seating arrangement
- ²⁾ Not with LF vehicles
- ³⁾ VIP armrests
- ⁴⁾ Only corner grip
- ⁵⁾ Incl. ashtray in foamed partition
- ⁶⁾ Only in combination with the medium-height plastic shell
For a healthy approach to work
Buses’ welfare

A rationally designed driver’s seat is the key to a comfortable and safe driving experience. This is why Setra’s driver’s seats are highly customisable and offer the best possible support on the road. Drivers need to be on their guard at all times, which is why Setra’s driver’s seats provide outstanding support and make driving easier. An ergonomically designed driver’s seat minimises tension and strain, promotes mobility, and ensures that the driver can concentrate on the road without fatigue. For safety’s sake, Setra makes sure that driver’s seats provide ideal support to drivers as they carry out their critical tasks.

All seats feature powerful vibration systems, and the seats can be individually adjusted. Setra’s driver’s seats are fully reclining, which is both relaxing and functional. In addition, the seats can be adjusted manually or with the help of the driver’s seat control panel. Thanks to their compact design, these seats provide more room for movement as well as for a refrigeration unit or storage compartment at the front. And when down, they offer attendants a comfortable, anatomically designed seat to work from.

Well ahead, and not just technologically
Setra’s attendant’s seats

S trong holding attendants’ seats for TopClass and ComfortClass are state-of-the-art in ergonomics and designed for functionality. The seats ensure maximum support, space, and comfort and are mounted at the wall, aisle, or middle section, depending on the type of vehicle and certification. Thanks to their compact design, these seats provide more space for attendants as well as for a refrigeration unit or storage compartment at the front. And when down, they offer attendants a comfortable, anatomically designed seat to work from.

For more information, visit the Setra website at www.setra.com
As much individuality as you’d like.

Even more possibilities: our special seating

At Setra, individuality is also reflected in implementing your special requirements in terms of seating. Whether you wish to enhance functionality or comfort in your coaches, or whether you would like to equip an entire fleet or a single coach with special seating, our specialists will take on your challenge with commitment and expertise.

For instance, how about a club corner, which is just as attractive for casual business get-togethers as for a relaxed game of cards? We can offer solutions for six, eight or ten seats, with standard through to premium equipment. In combination with matching special fittings such as a minibar or built-in cabinets, the possibilities are fascinating and close to endless. Thanks to special track systems, our coaches can be returned to their standard seating configuration at any time without damage – which represents a real plus when it comes to selling your coach. We apply as much creativity and spirit of innovation when it comes to designing our coaches for barrier-free access: comfortable centre seats and quick-release seats are smart solutions if you wish to temporarily incorporate space for a wheelchair or baby carriage. At the second entrance, integrated sliding seats will increase the number of seats, even with double-width doors. Combining a cinema seat with a sliding seat concept even enables you to quickly create room for a baby carriage.

Cinema/sliding seat combination. A quick and easy solution for creating space for a stroller or baby carriage: by lifting up the cinema seat cushion and extending the sliding seat forward, room can be created on a platform.

Mother-child seats. In the standing area available in scheduled-service coaches, comfortable fold-out seats with extra-wide room for a mother, child and stroller can be integrated in a space-saving way – either to the left or the right in the direction of travel, tailored to the coach’s spatial concept and door configuration.